Management Fee Lines: Just Like Subscription Lines, Except Different
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In-person client presentations have taken a hiatus in the last year plus, but when they were
occurring, the question, “Are you seeing a lot of management fee lines these days?”, would
always come up. The answer to that question has been: “They are still not that common, but we
are starting to see more.” Gaining momentum is still the correct answer. That trend has
continued through the hiatus, and while we are not yet willing to say that they are common, we
certainly continue to see a higher percentage of them.
With that being the case, it would be valuable to once again take a look at management fee
lines − what they are, what they are not, and what are (or should be) the underwriting pillars of
a loan to a management company.
Fund Finance Friday has already covered the “micro” nuts and bolts issues surrounding
management fee lines of credit (“Management Fee Lines”), so the goal here is to provide more
of a “macro” view of how we, on the legal side, think about Management Fee Lines from a
legal/credit/conceptual perspective – more of a 101-level approach than a graduate-level
approach.
From a credit/conceptual perspective, subscription lines of credit (“Subscription Lines”) and
Management Fee Lines are typically covered by the same bankers and they are both loans “to
private equity funds,” but, from our perspective, that is mostly where the similarities end.
What is a Management Fee Line and how is it different than a Subscription Line? How are
Management Fee Lines and Subscription Lines different (and similar) to the other types of
loans made by lenders to not only private equity funds but also to goods and services
companies?

Management Fee Lines v. Subscription Lines
There are clear structural differences with respect to who is the borrower/provides the credit
and what the collateral is, as well as obvious (or not so obvious) credit/conceptual differences
with respect to how a lender is repaid with respect to Management Fee Lines and Subscription
Lines. In a typical Subscription Line, the borrower is a fund, whereas in a Management Fee
Line, the borrower is the general partner or management company of a fund (or, typically, a
series of funds) (collectively, the “Management Company”). The collateral in a Subscription Line
is the uncalled capital of the investors in the fund and the collateral in a Management Fee Line
is the operating income/cash flow of the Management Company – the income it generates from
managing the fund.
Management Fee Lines and Subscription Lines v. General Corporate Lines of Credit
Different institutions and law firms alike categorize the loan business differently (business
sectors versus loan size, etc.), but at the most basic level, there are three types of loans: (i)
investment grade/unsecured facilities (“IG Facilities”), (ii) asset-based loan facilities (“ABL
Facilities”) and (iii) non-investment grade/secured facilities (“Cash Flow Facilities”).
Here is a 30,000-foot level summary: (i) IG Facilities are to very good companies with large
balance sheets with very little repayment risk to the lender and thus a low interest rate; (ii) ABL
Facilities are to companies, but they are secured only by the assets being financed (typically,
not “all assets”), with some type of borrowing base and advance rates set to assume an
adequate collateral cushion such that the lender will have very little repayment risk and thus an
interest rate reflective of the quality of the collateral (not necessarily the quality of the
borrower); and (iii) Cash Flow Facilities are to companies that typically have a higher level of
debt when compared to earnings and/or a new or uncertain credit history. While a lender is
typically secured by all material assets of the company in a Cash Flow Facility, the liquidation
value of the assets of the company would not necessarily cover the amount of the facility, and
the lender is primarily looking to the cash flow from the operation of the business as the primary
source of repayment. As a result, a Cash Flow Facility will have a higher interest rate since the
ultimate repayment risk to the lender is much greater than an IG Facility or an ABL Facility.
In the early years of Subscription Lines, the parties involved would have likely viewed them as
IG Facilities, since, although they were secured by the uncalled capital of the fund, they were
primarily relationship loans reserved for only the premier private equity clients of a lender. In
that way, and in that day, Subscription Lines would arguably have been seen as an extension of
a lender’s cash management services as well as an accommodation to facilitate a lender’s
ability to secure future loan activity, especially the more lucrative acquisition finance business
from those private equity clients. Any risk of non-payment was further reduced when viewed
against the reputational damage such an event would have on a premier private equity client,
not to mention its ability to continue to access financing.
Today, Subscription Lines are more akin to ABL Facilities. They have a borrowing base
reflective of an advance rate on the collateral (uncalled capital), and the credit risk is somewhat
(but not completely) divorced from the business of the fund. It was often said that lenders of
traditional ABL Facilities don’t care about the business of the borrower; they only care about the
collateral being financed and whether, upon liquidation, they would be paid in full. Similarly, a
fund is not an operating business in the traditional sense, and while the success of the fund

certainly serves as an incentive for investors to fund capital commitments and a potential
secondary source of repayment, a Subscription Line lender is not primarily looking to the cash
flow of the fund as a significant source of repayment.
Historically, Management Fee Lines would have also been similar to IG Facilities – premier
sponsors had the balance sheets and creditworthiness to repay their loans, and reputational
damage would have been a critical motivation to avoid any loan shortfall. Today, Management
Fee Lines would be characterized as Cash Flow Facilities. Relationships are still important, but
few would view Subscription Lines as lender “accommodations” to premier private equity clients
or simply a means to drive financing of the acquisition business of those clients.
The comparison isn’t perfect, but conceptually, it’s better to view Management Fee Lines as
fitting the profile of a Cash Flow Loan than an “ABL Facility like” Subscription Line – offices and
printers are leased and the lender is dependent on the Management Company receiving
payment for its services to repay the loans. Subscription Lines and Management Fee Lines are
both to a private equity enterprise (one to the actual fund, the other to the Management
Company of the fund), both are secured, and the Management Fee Line may even have
covenants that monitor the value of the collateral (i.e., the operating income/payment streams
from the funds), making it seem similar to a Subscription Line. However, at its core, a
Management Fee Line is very different. Unlike a Subscription Line that relies on a pool of
collateral somewhat distinct from the operations/performance of the fund, a Management Fee
Line’s primary source of repayment is the cash flow of the operating business of the
Management Company, similar to a Cash Flow Facility.
As a result, access to the “cash flow collateral” is directly dependent on the performance
history, management experience, and continued operational viability of the Management
Company. Even more so than a Cash Flow Facility to traditional operating company where
there is likely some liquidation value (assets or “enterprise value” even for service business), in
the context of a Management Company, even if the Management Fee Line is secured by “all
assets,” the reality is that its customer base (and accounts receivable) is only as varied as the
(most likely affiliated) funds it manages. In addition, with respect to enterprise value, it’s unlikely
that a Management Company could be sold as a going concern or maintain its only assets of
value – the management contracts and the professionals who perform the services with the
funds.
While the foregoing may come across as a negative assessment of Management Fee Lines,
that isn’t the intent. For many reasons, including strong performance history, significant
management experience, and sustained operational success, Management Fee Lines can
provide a lender with a very high probability of repayment, no different than the thousands of
Cash Flow Facilities that are made to operating companies every day. The point is that they are
strikingly different from Subscription Lines and should be viewed and reviewed accordingly.

